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Getting RobotC

1. Go to robotc.net/robofest

2. Enter coach information including Robofest team ID 

3. The coach will get an email with a link to download RobotC (90-day 

trial version for Robofest 2010 season)

4. Install the software

5. Download and install your appropriate NXT driver from 

http://www.robotc.net/download/nxt/



Your Robot

For what we will be doing today, your robot should have:

� Two or three motors

� A light or color sensor

� A distance or touch sensor

Also, in RobotC, set window>menu level>expert



Text-Based Language
� A language to program a processor that uses inputs 

based on text rather that graphics.

Text-based GraphicalText-based Graphical

A Squirrel

Both of these graphics mean the same thing, even 
though one is made of words.



…In a Program…
Text-Based Graphical

RobotC NXT-G

Both of these programs mean the same thing, 

just like the squirrels.



Where To Start



Setting Up Your Robot



Motors



Sensors



Saving
You should have your motors and sensors set up now.

Press ctrl-s or the save button on the toolbar.

To save time, you could save this program as something
like “beginning,” and use it to start each new program.
This way you don’t have to set up your motors and
sensors every time.



Starting a Program
In C, everything the robot does is contained in “tasks”

Every program needs a “task main” or main task.  This is 
where we will write most of our programs.



Moving a Motor
A semicolon signifies the end of a command.

motor[motorName]  = motorPower;

wait1Msec(numberMilleSeconds);



A Movement Sequence
Sequencing movements is easy.

Note that both of the motor commands before the 
“wait1Msec” will be executed at the same time.



Motors Example
A program that demonstrates basic use of the motors.



Synchronizing Motors
We already had the motors adjust their power to control their speed, but 
what if we want one motor to mimic exactly what another motor does?

nSyncedMotors <- use this one
Used to specify synchronization of two NXT motors so they operate in Used to specify synchronization of two NXT motors so they operate in 
'lock step' at the same speed turn ratio. 

nSyncedTurnRatio
Turn ratio to use for a motor that is 'slaved' to another  motor. +100 is 
same as primary motor. Zero is stopped. -100 is same movement as  
primary but in opposite direction. In between variables are 
proportional to primary motor.



Downloading a Program to NXT

1. Turn on NXT

2. Connect NXT to computer with USB cable2. Connect NXT to computer with USB cable

3. Robot -> Compile and Download Program (or f5)



Loops – While Loop
A loop is a structure that allows you to repeat a part of 

the program until a condition is met.

while(condition){ body }

The body will be executed while the condition is true.



Motor- Loop Example
� Make the robot to drive in a square pattern using 

motor commands and a loop.



Comments
Comments are characters ignored by the compiler.  They are useful for making the 

program easier to read.

To write a comment, use “//”
Everything after those double slashes on the same line
will turn green, showing that it is a comment.will turn green, showing that it is a comment.

Another way to write a comment is with /* comment */.
Everything between the /* and */ will be a comment.
This works across multiple lines.

Another use for comments is to temporarily “delete” lines of code for debugging 
purposes, without actually deleting them.





Sensors
The basic command for getting a sensor  value is:

SensorValue[sensorName]
Value of a sensor.

This is useful in comparing to a value, such as in a loop.This is useful in comparing to a value, such as in a loop.

This program moves the robot forward while the light sensor value is < 50.



Comparison Symbols
== Equal to

> Greater than

< Less than

>= Greater than or equal to>= Greater than or equal to

<= Less than or equal to

!= Not equal to

Note: Do not use a single equal sign(=) to check for equality, 
as it is reserved for assigning a value to a variable.



Moving by Motor Rotations
This command allows you to read the value of the motor encoders.  It is 

used just like SensorValue[].

nMotorEncoder[motorName]
Current value of the motor encoder. Range is -32768 to 32767 so it will Current value of the motor encoder. Range is -32768 to 32767 so it will 
"wrap" after about ~90 revolutions. User program should reset to zero 
to prevent "wraparound".

Each time you use the motor encoder in your program you should reset it 
with:

nMotorEncoder[motorName] = 0;

This reduces programming mistakes and allows you to use more 
manageable numbers.  Notice that it only uses one “=.”  This is because 
you are setting the value, not reading it.



Sensor Measurements

Default units of measurements:

� Rotation sensors (in motors) are measured in degrees.

� Light readings are measured in percent.

� Ultrasonic readings are measured in centimeters.

� Touch readings are measured in terms if 0 and 1 (off 

and on)



Practice Loops and Sensors
Use loops with sensor conditions.



Forks
A fork is a structure that allows the robot to make a 

decision.

if(condition){body}else{body}

Will perform “if” body if condition is true, “else” if false.



Edge/Line Following Program
� Follow the edge of the table

Then,

� Stop at the foil

Stop at a bottle� Stop at a bottle





Variables
A variable is a way to store information.

RobotC supports the following variable types:
� int examples:  7,249
� long 47,392,058,794,632…� long 47,392,058,794,632…
� float 3.14
� short 12
� char r
� bool true
� string hello world

Most useful variable types are bolded



Using Variables
Variables can be defined two different ways.  Note that only one “=” is 

used.

The variable can be created and then set later, or created and set at the 
same time.  When you want to access it, use the comparison symbols.



Variable Challange
Make a program where your robot follows the edge until 

it reaches the corner of the table.



Functions
What if we used a specific piece of code over and over again 

in our program, for example we want a program that will:

1. Drive forward Do we want to have to write each1. Drive forward Do we want to have to write each

2. Turn right whole section every time we use

3. Drive forward it?

4. Turn left

5. Drive forward Well, we don’t have to!

6. Turn right



Writing a Function
We write functions before the task main, and they look 
like this:

It looks just like task main:

void funcName(){body}



Calling a Function
To execute a function, just call its name in task main.  Don’t 

forget the semicolon!

void coolFunction()
{{
//function stuff

}

task main()
{
coolFunction;

}



Tasks
What if you need your robot to do two things at once?  

Like driving around while spinning your third motor?

First, define your task:

Then, in the main task, start your new task.



Format of Tasks and Functions
task{}

function{}

maybe another task or function{}

main task

{

function;

StartTask(task);

}



The NXT LCD Display
From the RobotC help section on the NXT display:

“ROBOTC has a rich set of functionality for drawing text 
and shapes on the LCD screen. The NXT is equipped and shapes on the LCD screen. The NXT is equipped 
with a 100 wide by 64 pixels high display.

� The bottom left corner is point (0, 0) and the top right 
corner of the display is point (99, 63).

� There are eight text lines numbers 0 to 7. Zero is the 
top line and seven is the bottom line of the display.”



How to Use the Display
Let’s display some words first.

Line number and text.  Very simple.

A little trickier.  First, the string we want to display.

Then, the display command with line number, weird 
symbol, and string name.



The Weird Symbols
From, where else, RobotC help:

In the last example, a string was used, therefore “%s”

Now try displaying a number using a variable and “%d”



Tricky Task
Here’s a very useful method for debugging:  Have your 

sensor readings projected onto your NXT screen while 
a program is running.  Can you do it?

Hint:  Use a task



RobotC Support
RobotC.net

Under the support menu you can find forums and NXT 
support, including sample programs, tips, and other help.

Use RobotC’s sample NXT programs (over 200 of them!) for 
ideas.  These were installed with your copy of RobotC and 
can be found under File: Open Sample Program

If you have any programming questions, please email Colin at 
nilocrobots@gmail.com


